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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider a branching process of particles of a single type diffusing 
with the same laws of motion independently of each other, in a bounded 
interval I = (a, b). We assume for convenience that the boundary r = (a, 6) 
is an absorbing barrier for each particle. Let us assign to each particle in the 
system an independent and identical life-span and let us suppose that each 
particle in the system difIu.ses in I until it either is absorbed at r or until 
it ends its life in I. At the end of its life, each particle is replaced by k particles 
(k = 0,2, 3,...) with independent identical laws of branching for each particle. 
In addition to the basic process which is taken as the stochastic model for 
the evolution of such a system, there are several derived processes of special 
interest. Two such classes of processes are the counting-processes N,(E), 
where E is a subset of 1, and the averaging-processes [tf ( j,f(y) N,(dy)), 
where f is a bounded function on I. N,(E) is the number of particles in E at 
time t and E,f is an average to which each particle at y at time t contributes 
the amountf(y). In particular N,(E) = tt , ‘E where xE is the indicator function 
for the set E. The purpose of this paper is to develop the asymptotic behavior 
of ..$,f as t tends to + co and to determine the dependence of this behavior 
on the assumed laws for the one-particle processes, cut-off times and branching 
numbers. A brief survey of related problems is given in the final paragraph 
of the Summary of Results. 
2. PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 
In general, a Markovian model for a branching-diffusion process on I can 
be constructed from (a) a single-particle Markov process on 1, (b) a Markov 
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cut-off time for the single-particle process and (c) a law of branching prob- 
abilities. 
Let us assume the following as given data: 
2.1. (a) xt (t 3 0) is the absorbing Brownian-motion on Z = (a, b) with 
barriers at a and b. 
(b) T is a Markov cut-off time for the x,-process associated with the density 
v(x) (x EZ). 
(c) b,(x) (k = 0, 2, 3,...) is a sequence of probabilities satisfying 
c b&T) = 1 (x EZ). 
k#l 
1Ve shall consider the system described in the introduction as a process 
in the space 
s = (A,} u (j z(n) u (A,), 
T&=1 
where Zfn) is the symmetrization of In and d, and A, are two isolated points 
adjointed to Uzzl Zen). Referring to the work of A. V. Skorohod [I], we can 
then take as our model a homogeneous right-continuous strong Markov 
process on the state space S with sample paths w E W and probability laws 
Px , X E S, on the Bore1 sets 99(W) of W. The coordinate representation 
X,(w) = w(t) has a natural interpretation. In particular, if X, EZ(~) and 
x, = (x1 ,..., x,), we say there are n particles in the system at the points 
Xl ,.**, “Ye in I; if X, = A, , we say there are no particles in the system; and if 
X, = A, , we say there are infinitely many particles in the system. Moreover 
the X,-process has the following property: 
2.2. given X, = (xi ,..., x,) E Ztn) (n = 0, 1, 2 ,...) for any Markov time u, 
the development of the X,-process for t > 0 has the same probability laws 
as the super position of n-independent and identical processes Xjl),..., Xl”’ 
with Xt) = xi (i = 1, 2 ,..., n) and laws PL:‘,..., PC’. 
We have not excluded the possibility that an infinite number of particles 
are formed in a finite time. This is observed when X, = A, . To preserve 
2.2 when this happens for some t > 0, we fix Xt, = A, for all t’ > t. We shall 
introduce later a condition (2.11) which insures that X, # A, for all t with 
P,-probability one (x E I). 
The fundamental relation between the given data 2.1 and the transition 
probabilities P(t, x, B) = P,(X, E B) defined for t > 0, .Y EZ and B ES?(S) 
(a(S) is the collection of Bore1 subsets of S) is expressed in the following 
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way [ 1, Section 21. For each continuousfon I with If(x) 1 < 1, (x E I), let us 
define 
2.3. (a) f(X) = 1 when X=A,, 
=o when X=A, and 
=f(4f(4 *-f(X?J when 
x = (x1 )..., Xn) EI’n) (n = 1, 2, 3,...) 
and 
(b) u(t, x) = &[~(A’,)] (t > 0, x ~1) 
(E,[g; A] denotes the integral of g with respect to P, over the set A). 
Then for all bounded continuous f on I satisfyingf(a +) =f(b -) = 1 
2.4. (a) 4 zc(h x) = + $ u(t, x) + v(x) E(x, 2l(t, x)) 
((x, A) = 1 b,(x) P - A (XEI,O<X< 1) 
kT=l 
(b) ,~~a~rb~(4 x) = 1 (t > 0) 
Cc) '$44 4 =f(X) (x E I). 
The averaging-processes Etf are defined for arbitrary bounded Bore1 f on I 
and t > 0 by 
2.5. (a) Stf = i .f(%) 
k=l 
when 
x, = (x1 )..., x,) EP) (72 = 1, 2, 3,...) 
(b) ttf = 0 when X,=A, 
(4 ttf = a3 when X,=A,. 
It follows from the definition of the basic X,-process and 2.5 that 
2.6. each [J-process is a right-continuous and measurable process with 
respect to 99([0, 03)) X a(W) 
(9([0, w)) denotes the Bore1 sets of [0, co)). 
Let us now consider 
2.7 MtfM = ~zrstfl (t > 0, x El, fE B(I)). 
(B(I) is the collection of bounded Bore1 functions on I) 
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A standard technique in branching processes is to use the nonlinear 
equation 2.4 which characterizes the X,-process to develop an auxiliary 
linear equation which characterizes the expected value of the process. (We 
refer the reader to our proof for Theorem 3.) This technique can be used to 
show that 
M&c) = 1, m(4 x7 Y)fW dY 
where m(t, x, y) is the Green’s function of 
2.9. (a) 
; a(t, N) = $ $ v(t, x) + q(x) v(t, x), 
a 
q(x) = v(x) a 5(% l), 
(b) 
(4 
lim v(t, x) = 0 
x’aor b (t > 0) 
1:s v(t, x) =f(.v) (x E I) 
in the sense that if, for given nonnegative bounded and continuous f on I, 
the problem 2.9 has a nonnegative solution v for t < T, then 
v(t> 4 = J-f(y) 44 x, Y) 4. 
(The reader is referred to K. Ito and H. McKean [2, Section 5.121 for an 
alternative approach.) 
The two problems 2.4 and 2.9 are of central importance. In particular, 
we shall see that the spectral structure of the differential operator M defined by 
2.10. (1%) (x) = + -$ v(x) + a(x) v(x), v(u) = v(b) = 0 
q(x) = v&v) ; 5(x, 1) 
(5(x, X) is defined in 2.4) determines the asymptotic properties of ftf as t 
tends to co. 
If we also impose the following condition [l, Section l] on q(x), 2.10, 
then X, # d, for all t with P,-probability 1. (This condition is sufficient 
to insure that u(t, x), 2.3, is the unique solution to 2.4 and m(t, x, y), 2.8, 
is the Green’s function for 2.9 for all t > 0. We refer the interested reader to 
4=9/20/3-S 
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the work of K. Ito and H. P. McKean [2, Section 5.13-5.151 for further 
information on this point for a model with Z = (- CO, co) and q(x) = 1 x 17, 
Y > 0.1 
We shall assume throughout this paper that the initial data is such that 
2.12. (a) V(X) is bounded, continuous and positive on I. 
(b) ZJ~(X) (K # 1) is bounded, continuous and nonnegative on I. 
(c) p’l’(x) = 1 kb,(.Y) and p’yx) = c k(k - 1) bk(X) 
k#l k#l 
are bounded and continuous on I. 
As previously mentioned these conditions are more than sufficient to 
insure that 
2.13. (a) problem 2.4 has a unique solution for all t > 0, and 
where m(t, x, y) is the Green’s function for problem 2.8 for t > 0. 
Since 
q(x) = v(x) & &Y, 1) 
is bounded on Z when 2.12 is satisfied, we know that the eigenvalue problem 
for M, 2.10, 
2.14. (Mu) (s) = Au(x) a<x<b, 
u(a) = u(b) = 0 
has a discrete spectrum of simple eigenvalues 
x, > h, > -a* > A, 1 - 00 
with corresponding orthonormal eigenfunctions 
40 > 0, 41 > 4e 9.e. [3, Chapter 51. 
The kernel m(t, x, y), 2.8, is easily identified as the inverse-Laplace trans- 
form of the Green’s function G,(x,y) for the differential operator 
(A - M) U(X) = Au(x) - + & u(x) - q(x) U(X) (x E 4 
with boundary values zero. Consequently, we have 
2.15. G,(x,y) = (A # A, : k = 0, 1, 2,...’ 
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uniformly for a < X, y < b and 
2.16. (t > 0) 
uniformly for a < x, y < b. 
The statement 2.15 is proved by applying Mercer’s theorem [4, p. 2451 
to G,(x, y) and the statement 2.16 is proved by inverting the transform. 
3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The sequence of eigen-processes 
3.1. [I”’ = t? (= j$kCY) w!Y)) 
associated with the eigenfunctions {&.; k 3 0}, 2.14, are of special importance 
to the study of the asymptotic properties of an arbitrary averaging-process 
etf and, consequently, of N,(E). In particular, we state as our first result 
THEOREM 1. Suppose Etf and (8, , (Ic’ k >, 0} are as deJined in 2.5 and 3.1. 
Then for each x in I and t > 0 
3.2. a.s. 
((fv AJ = jIf(~M&9 d.) 0 
This result suggests that the asymptotic properties of an arbitrary 
averaging-process can be obtained from a study of such properties for the 
eigen-processes {[, , (‘). k > 0} Consequently it is of interest to know that .
each eigen-process can be so normalized as to give a martingale-process. 
THEOREM 2. Let 6 I”) be the eigen-process, 3.1, associated with the eigen- 
function $k , 2.14. Let A, be the corresponding eigenvalue. Then eaAktei”’ is a 
martingale process with respect to the conditioning [&; u < t] (t > 0). 
The martingale-process e -‘ottlo) determined by the maximum eigenvalue 
A, is nonnegative (Co(x) > 0, x E I) and has Ex[e‘-Aot[io)] = #Jo. Conse- 
quently, it converges with I’,-probability one, since [tf is a right-continuous 
process, 2.6. However, the convergence of a martingale process e-“k”[p) 
associated with an eigenvalue A, < A, is more delicate and different techniques 
are required, 
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An initial understanding of the asymptotic behavior of an arbitrary eigen- 
process can be developed from 
THEOREM 3. Let $” and $” be two eigen-processes, (3.1). Then for ji.sed 
s 2 0, 
&&%!$I (x EZ, t 2 0) 
is the solution to 
3.3. $ u(t, x) = (Mu) (t, x) + v(s) p(‘)(s) e’kfe’iJ(‘+“‘$k(.x) +,(s) 
~(0 +, x) = ekJ’qSk(x) c$,(x), u(t, a) = u(t, b) = 0, 
where M is defined by 2. II and p’“‘(x) by 2.12. 
Let us set 
3.4. v,(t, x) = E&p&$;] (t,s>O,xEz). 
Then we can conclude from Theorem 3 and 2.13 that for fixed s 3 0 
tqt, x) = j, m(t, by  y) eAks$k2(y) dy + jl j, ?n(t - U, S, Y) e(““+P)nPv(y) p”)(>~) 
. h’(y) 4 du (t > 0, x E I). 
Substituting the representation 2.16 for m(t, X, y) into this expression we 
obtain for s 3 0 
(t > 0, x E I), 
where 
c, = (4k2, 4%) and di = (~~“‘4k*, $,), i> 0. 
We are now sufficiently prepared to prove the following 
THEOREM 4 (Supercritical case: A, > 0). Let (1”’ be an e&en-process with 
2AR > A,, . Then JOY each x in I 
3.6. 
4 Is0 
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and Ez[7p2] < 00 is the solution to (see comment after 7.1) 
3.7. (Mu) (x) - 2X,U(X) = V(X) p’*‘(x)r$k’(x) XEZ 
u(a) = zl(b) = 0. 
With a slight adjustment of the technique used to prove 3.6, we can also 
prove 
3.8. lim emAot.$) = 0 a.s. t+m [PA k> 1. 
Consequently Theorems 1 and 4 and 3.8 imply the following: 
THEOREM 5 (Super critical case: A, > 0). Let f be a bounded Borelfunction 
on J and let 
k(f) = min (k 3 0 : (f, &.) # O}. 
Assume 2X,(,, > h, . Then for x in Z 
3.9. lim edAkobtt,f = (f, &o)) 7k(r) a.s. 
t+m [PA 
where qkcf) is defined by 3.6. 
Let E and F be Bore1 subsets of I. Then we have the following 
COROLLARY 1 (Super critical case: ;\,, > 0). For each x EZ, 
fi& edAotNt(E) = ( JE40(~) dy) 7. a.s. [PII 9 
where 7. is defined by 3.6 with k = 0; and 
COROLLARY 2 (Super critical case: X0 > 0). For each x E I, 
limNtCE) - I HO 4 
t+m N,(F) 
a.s. 
s 
[Pzl 
p90C~) 4 
on {w E w : 70 > O}. 
Corollary 1 and 2 establish the convergence in probability suggested by 
S. Watanabe [5; Introduction]. 
We shall not include the proof for Theorem 5, since it follows from Theo- 
rems 1 and 4 and 3.8 by the obvious reasoning. Corollary 1 follows directly 
from Theorem 5 and, consequently, Corollary 2 follows from 1. 
Although we shall not investigate in this paper the asymptotic theory for 
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[ik’ when 2Ak < )a , we would like to point out that it is very different from 
that when 2h, > A,. In fact returning to 3.5, we have 
E,[((p')2] = f eAitCi4i(X) + teAat do&(X) + f 
e2Akt _ e"dt 
i=O 
i-l 2x, - hi diMx) 
when Uk = A,, and 
2&f 
Ez[(5jL’)2] = f e”‘“4dx) + f. e2~, 1::” 4&(x) 
i=O I 
when 2Ak < A,. (We have again assumed for convenience that U, # Ai, 
iZ 1.) 
These expressions suggest that we should consider 
1 -Ll,/e)t (7c) 
-- e 
d/t 5t 
2x, = A, 
and 
,-(A,/2) tt k) 
t 2x, < A, . 
However we must now look for another form in which to describe the con- 
vergence since we can see from 
that 
1 e-(w2)yp) (2X, = Ao) 
6 
and e-(Ao’2)t(t(k) (2X, < A,) 
cannot converge in the L2-sense. 
The proper description for [j”’ when U, < A, is suggested by some recent 
results of H. Kesten and B. Stigum for multi-type Galton-Watson processes, 
[6, Theorems 2.2 and 2.31. The interested reader is referred to this and the 
following papers for related work. 
The asymptotic theory of age and position dependent branching processes 
has been studied by several mathematicians. The author has results on the 
convergence in distribution of the total number N,(I) of particles in a system 
of (possibly non-Markovian) particles with arbitrary age distributions and 
branching laws [7]. S. Watanabe has results on the L2-convergence of N,(P) 
for a system of restricted Brownian particles with constant density exponen- 
tial age laws and constant branching laws [5]. In a recent paper, he has results 
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on the asymptotic theory for N,(E) (and partially for ttf) in a system of 
unrestricted Brownian particles with constant density exponential age laws 
and constant branching laws. This latter system is one for which the 
associated mean-operator M (introduced in 2.10) has only a continuous 
spectrum. Consequently, the asymptotic theory for N,(E) in this system 
is different from that which we have found and is similar to that previously 
found by P. Ney for a general system of age and position-dependent parti- 
cles, [8]. As previously mentioned H. Kesten and B. Stigum have very 
detailed results for the asymptotic theory of ftf in a multi-type Galton- 
Watson process [6]. 
4. PROOF FOR THEOREM 1 
Let us consider the collection 9 of all bounded Bore1 functions f on I 
for which 
Two properties of F are immediately noted. 
4.1. (a) 9 is closed under addition and multiplication by real numbers. 
(b) 9 is closed under uniformly bounded pointwise convergence. 
The definition of an eigenprocess and the orthonormal property of the 
eigenfunctions {&} show that 9 contains 4s , $r ,#s ,... . It is well known that 
every f satisfyingf(a) = f (b) = 0 and having (d2/dX2) f continuous on I can 
be expressed as the uniform limit of a sequence of linear combinations of the 
eigenfunctions {&}. Therefore by 4.1, 
4.2. F contains the algebra of all f with compact support in I and having 
(d2/dx2) f continuous on I. 
This result implies that, for a given compact support jC I, the algebra 
0!(J) of all f on this support having (d2/dx2)f continuous is contained in 9. 
Since a(j) is nonvanishing at each x E J and separates points of J, we can 
apply the Stone-Weierstrass theorem and 4.1 to conclude that 
4.3. .F contains all continuous f with compact support in I. 
It is well known that any class of functions having the properties listed in 4.1 
and containing all bounded continuous functions also contains all the bounded 
Bore1 functions. We can therefore conclude from 4.3 that 9 contains all 
bounded Bore1 f with compact support in I, and therefore F contains all 
bounded Bore1 f on I. Q.E.D. 
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
We shall first develop some conditioning properties of an arbitrary average- 
process ttf. An intermediate result in this direction is 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The following is a valid representation for the conditional 
expectation of N,+,(E) mith respect to the t-past [Xu ; u < t]: 
5.1. E,[N,+,(E) I Xu , u ,< tl = s M(s, y, E) N,(dy) a.s. [Pt-1 I 
(s, t > 0, x E 1, E E 3(I)). 
PROOF. The Markov property for the X,-process gives the following: 
let gb(W) be the u-algebra in S?(W) determined by X, , u < t. Then for 
arbitrary B E gt( W) and Borel-measurable g on S 
5.2. j-/(&+&4) Pz(W = j-, (/$x,(4) Pxtddz4) P&w). 
Now we use the branching property (2.2) and the definition 2.4 to show the 
integrand of the right-hand side of 5.2 can be expressed by 
5.3. j,s,m4 plM4 Nt(dY, 4 = 1, &kGuI N&Y, 4. 
Since g(X) = & xE(xi), X = (.Y~ ,..., x,) E S, is Bore1 measurable on S, 
for each E E a(I), 5.1 follows directly from 2.7, 5.2, and 5.3. Q.E.D. 
Using the representation given by 5.1, we can develop the following 
PROPOSITION 5.2. The definition 2.5 and the representation 5.1 give 
5.4. E,[[;+, 1 X,; u < t] = 
s (1 f b) W, z, 49) N&W a.s. [Pzl 1 I 
(t, s > 0, x E 1). 
PROOF. Let 9 be the class of all bounded Bore1 f on I for which 5.4 is valid. 
Suppose f is the indicator function for a Bore1 set E in I. Then the 
and the 
left-hand side 5.4. = E,[N,+,(E) / X,; y < t], 
right-hand side of 5.4 = - M(s, z, E) N,(dz). 
J I 
By Proposition 5.1 the two are equal. So, f is in .F. 
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Since the two sides of 5.4 are linear inf, F is closed under linear combina- 
tions of its members. 
Also the dominated convergence theorem and its form for a conditional 
expectation show that P is closed under uniformly bounded pointwise 
sequential convergence. 
Since every bounded Bore1 f on I can be expressed as the uniform limit 
of a bounded sequence of simple Bore1 functions, we can conclude from the 
aforementioned properties that 9 contains all the bounded Bore1 f on 1. 
Q.E.D. 
Successive evaluation of 5.4 for f = $,, , d1 , +a ,.,. shows 
55 E[[“:‘jX- *a 5 t+s 1&t u<t]= s, (j)$k(Y) 4, z, Y) dY> N&w = e%jr) 
a.s. [P,] (t, s > 0, .Y EI, k = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). 
The last equality is a consequence of 
We conclude from 5.5 that each e-“,‘[I”’ (k = 0, 1, 2,...) is a martingale 
process with respect to the conditioning [X,; u < t], t > 0. Q.E.D. 
Since the (j-process is right-continuous, 2.6, and E,[@] = t&&.(x), 
we can conclude that each e-‘rt& is right-continuous and each Es[e-‘k”&] 
is uniformly bounded in t. 
In particular e-+ti”) is a non-negative, right-continuous bounded martin- 
gale process. Therefore the standard convergence theorem for such processes 
establishes the existence of 
5.6. rlo E lim e-AOt,$(o) t a.s. t+m [PA (x E I). 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
A standard conditioning with respect to [X,; u < t] and the branching 
property stated in 2.2 show that for fixed s > 0 
where 
xt = (d%..> XN~dW 
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If we consider the continuous function 
f(x) = Z+&)Ez[WE:)'] 
then the definition of ri”’ (3.1) andf(2.3) show that the last expression in 6.1 
is equal to E,[f(X,)]. Th ere ore the fundamental characterization developed f
in 2.4 is used to assert that EJ,[z~~k’z&*] is a solution to 
6.2. ; u(t, x) = +$ u(t, x) + v(x) [(x, u(t, x)) (t > 0, x EI) 
u(0 +, x) = #(x) E,[?tlfY’ ] (x EI) 
u(t, x) = 0 
We also know from 2.13 that it is a unique solution. 
Since 
(t > 0, x E I-). 
6.3. 
the previous result (6.2) and unicity property 2.13 for problem 2.8 show that 
for fixed s > 0 
is the solution to 
6.3. 
a 1 dL 
t v(t, x) = T dJc2 v(t, x) 
~(0 +, x) = &(x) E [t(j)] 5 s (XEI) 
v(t, x) = 0 (t > 0, x E r>. 
+ v(x) p(‘)(x) E [[‘“‘I E 2t I [[“‘I t+s 
(t >O,XEI) 
Since E,[E:i’] = C&~&(X) (i 2 0), 6.3 p roves the result for s > 0. Moreover 
since the given initial data and the inhomogeneous term for 6.3 are continu- 
ous in s, the solution o(t, x) is continuous in s, s > 0. Therefore the result 
for s = 0 is obtained by letting s 1 0 in 6.3. Q.E.D. 
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7. PROOF FOR THEOREM 4 
Let er,(t, X) be as in 3.4. Then when 2A, > A, we have from 3.5 that for 
each s 3 0, 
7.1. E,[e- Att kde+(t+s) El”,‘,] = e-2Ast--Alisv,(t, x) 5, 
= f e-(2”k-“‘) tci#)(x) 
2=0 
+ f 1 _ e-(zn,-A,)t 
2X, - Xi 
d&(x) (t > 0, x EI). 
i--o 
(We have implicitly assumed 2Ak # Xi for all i. This simplifies the second 
expression in 7.1 and is no loss of generality.) 
Consequently we can use 7.1 to show for x E I that 
7.2. ~,[(,+tfF) _ e-Ak(t+~)~~o$J] = 0(~(+2Adt), t+co, 
for all s > 0. This establishes the existence of 
7.3. 
with respect to P,(x ~1) for all eigen-processes ei”’ with 2Ak > A,. 
From this follows the existence of 
for each x E I and 2& > A, . Consequently we can apply a standard conver- 
gence theorem (9, p. 319) for (separable, 2.6) martingales to establish the 
existence of 
7.5. a.s. [Pzl (x EO 
when 2h, > A,. 
Setting s = 0 in 7.1 and letting t + co shows 
7.6. 
and so, 3.7 follows from this and 2.15. 
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Finally we have from 7.3 and E,[$“)] = ~9~~4~~) 
for 2X, > A,, . This completes the proof for Theorem 4. 
Since the verification of 3.8 is very similar to the previous proof, we shall 
only give a short outline. Let 
Corresponding to 7.1 we have 
7.1'. EE[e-'0'51")e-~0(f+.~) (k) tf F, = ,-(A,-MJ f e-("k~')'c,~,(x) 
i=O 
and consequently 
7.2'. E,[Yp:"] = O(+), 6, = (2h, - A,) A (2h, - 2h,). 
From 7.2’, we can assert the existence of 
7.3'. w.r.t. 
and the validity for T > 0 and E > 0 of 
7.5'. (x E I). 
From 7.1’, we have 
7.6'. 4[(rl#l = 0 (x E I). 
The assertion of 3.8 follows from 7.3’, 7.5’, and 7.6’. 
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